We Are
We build better
business through
automation.

2021, at a glance
Automation Logic

Foreword from Norm Russell, Co-Founder and MD
2021 has been another great year for Automation Logic, despite the macro
economic challenges of a global pandemic showing little sign of subsiding. More
clients are trusting Automation Logic to deliver on their strategic digital and
cloud centric business outcomes. The strength of our domain knowledge, and
understanding of our clients’ digital and cloud challenges, has enabled us to
codify solutions and accelerate time to value. This has been recognised by the
many awards we have been recognised in 2021, such as "DevOps Project of the
Year" and "DevOps Company of the Year", including our acceptance into the
prestigious AWS global Migration Acceleration Program (MAP).

Norm Russell
Co-Founder and MD

Acknowledged as a "Great Place to Work" for the fourth year in a row, we know
that diversity gives us an advantage. We put in the extra effort to help address
the gender imbalance of the IT industry. Our DevOps Academy, recipient of the
"Best Training Scheme" award, has a 50:50 male-female split, creating future role
models for women and non-binary people in tech.
All of Automation Logic's achievements of 2021 have reinforced our solid
foundation. We will continue from strength-to-strength in 2022, persevering on
our mission to share everything we know about DevOps with our clients, helping
them build the teams and infrastructure they need to thrive in the digital
economy.

What We’ve Done
2021 Achievements

We are now
helping 5
entirely new
clients

59 New
Team
Members
have joined
us

2 New
Graduate
DevOps
Academies

Begun work
in every UK
Central Gov
Department

This year’s clients
We work with leading UK and global enterprises, translating
their challenges and desired outcomes into solutions.

Our partners
As a vendor-agnostic consultancy, we are proud to
work with a network of best-in-class partners.

Our partners
As a vendor-agnostic consultancy, we are proud to
work with a network of best-in-class partners.

Automation Logic are officially a part of
a small selection of UK organisations
who have been accepted onto AWS’s
global Migration Acceleration Program
(MAP)
With plenty of experience migrating
workloads to the cloud but also
managing the people and process
change that comes with embracing
digital, this is no small feat for our team.

We have also joined an
AWS invitation only group
of partners in the
ProServe Ready Program
Given our current
growth, in 2022 we are
aiming to achieve AWS
PREMIER Partner status.

Our Delivery partners
As a vendor-agnostic consultancy, we are proud to
work with a network of best-in-class partners.

Our awards and successes
We are proud of the recognition we have
received for our business automation.

2021

2021
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Pandemic
Performance

Best Training
Scheme

DevOps Leader
of the Year

Computing DevOps Excellence Awards

“We were given a bunch of
lemons, and we made
lemonade”

Computing Rising Star Awards

“A forward thinking and
inclusive scheme with
excellent outputs”

Computing DevOps Excellence Awards

“Exceptional performance
and exceptional leadership”

Our awards and successes
We are proud of the recognition we have
received for our business automation.

Computing Cloud
Excellence Awards

DevOps Industry Awards
Finalist

DevOps Industry Awards
Finalist
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Serverless Project
of the Year

DevOps Company of
the year

DevOps Project of
the Year (HMRC)
“The team is creating role model-like
foundations of consulting behaviour,
technical excellence as well as
stakeholder management “
Phil Burls HMRC

A great place to work

In 2021 Automation Logic was
delighted to be recognised
as one of the UK’s Best
Workplaces™ by Great
Place to Work®.

A great place to work

We also placed 14th in the UK’s Best
Workplaces™, best workplaces in
tech.

Cyber Essentials Plus

Cyber Essentials Plus is the highest
level of certiﬁcation offered under
the Cyber Essentials scheme. Our
clients safety is important to us, so
our security is rigorously tested.

A great place to work

Following this years company wide
survey for UK’s Best Workplaces™,
Automation Logic has also been
GPTW certiﬁed, we hope to place
highly again in 2022.

Empowering Women and
non-binary in AL
Within the company, the women of AL formed a group that
actively supports and raises awareness for the lack of
women and non-binary people in tech. We support them in
the tech space, in their career development and day to day
work. Making an effort to push back against the inequalities
that they face within the wider industry and ensuring they
don’t meet the same issues with us.

To ﬁnd out more, see the full write up on our blog

We launched our
latest AL offering:
Workload Migration,
simpliﬁed.
Part of a wider digital strategy, aligned to
business goals. Organisations must be willing
to embrace change with an approach that
encompasses people, processes and tools.

Discover
Assess existing workloads,
readiness and desired
outcomes

Improve
Prepare

Reassess and facilitate
continuous improvement

Ready teams
and target environment
for workload migration

Plan
Design migration
journey and deﬁne
implementation steps

Deploy
Migrate workloads to
the target cloud
environment

How our process helped a
Central Government client with

Insufficient Discovery
01

02

03

Teams frequently
blocked

Large amount of tech
debt

Risks with “lift and
shift” not ﬂagged

Due to system dependencies
between workloads not
catalogued, teams were
frequently blocked because of
multiple access issues, or
releases from another team

Due to tight deadlines to migrate,
the client accrued large amounts
of technical debt due to improper
prioritisation.

Migration strategy for each
workload not aligned with client
roadmap - E.g. Legacy Jenkins
server still being used.

Coming 2022;
Secure Container
Platforms

Why Secure Container Platforms
Clients with highly sensitive data and workloads - often in strongly
regulated industries - typically face a battle between their stringent
security requirements and their drive to modernise software delivery.

What we can do
We enable customers to run heavily restricted or regulated workloads using modern
container-based development and operations approaches - bringing parity with
online/cloud-based workloads. Kubernetes' capacity management capabilities can
improve hardware utilisation compared to VMs, reducing the number of servers
required (reducing cost and energy consumption).
You can run workloads in isolated environments (or even remote locations) with
greater conﬁdence in their reliability. It can form part of an effective
hybrid/distributed model of workload deployment.

Serverless or Container
Project of the Year Computing Cloud
Excellence Winners
2021

What are some of the highlights from our team?

When asked what success looks like
to them, our founders said it’s
watching the teams ability to grow
within Automation Logic

A few members of the team share their highlights

Kim Spyers

Ben Ashton

Shaq Arif

Cherry Davies

Graduate Consultant

Consulting Engineer

Lead Engineer

Graduate Consultant

Getting qualiﬁed in a second
cloud provider after
predominantly working in Azure
only, then being able to use that
knowledge and gain experience in
my ﬁrst big client project.
working with a great team helping
pull together during intense
periods, while still learning from
senior engineers I’m working with

2021 has been a great year at AL,,
we’ve had opportunities for real
life events which reignited the AL
magic lost over lockdown. It’s
been a pleasure witnessing the
academy producing passionate,
promising engineers and
watching them grow into their
potential will be even more so.
This year reminded me why AL is
such a excellent place to work.

Just completed my ﬁrst year at
AL, and my ﬁrst impression holds
true; a group of wonderfully
warm, talented and diverse
people achieving amazing results
by working together

As the year draws to a close, some
of my key takeaways have been the
importance of communication,
compassion and empathy that AL
has shown. To me, AL has been
more than just a workplace, it is a
place that offers support, unity and
a strong sense of belonging and I
look forward to everything AL
continues to offer in the coming
year.

Ready to build your business

better through
automation?

Be one of our success
stories in 2022…

